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A. Introduction
As noted in Chapter I, the goal of ensuring compliance requires DES to undertake activities
that support a determination of whether a person whcl is subject to environmental laws is in
compliance. In many cases,an inspection of a site, fa,cility, or activity is the key to an accurate
compliance determination. An inspection may be a regular (e.g., annual) visit to a facility, it may
be part of a pre-determined targeting strategy, or it may be part of the responseto a citizen
complaint or other source of information which leadsDES to believe that a violation may have
occurred or be occurring. An inspection can include (but is not limited to) photographing or
videotaping activities or conditions, sampling actual or suspectedwastes and waste streams,and
interviewing employeesof the regulated entity or oth(~rpotentially knowledgeable individuals.
The circumstancessurrounding the inspection (includjlng the reason for the inspection) will
determine what specific activities are needed.
Site/facility representativesshould be aware that although DES is doing more multi-media
inspections, most inspections are still single-mediabased. This meansthat an inspection by staff
from one DES program (e.g., NPDES/surface water discharges)probably will not cover
compliance with requirements of other DES programs (e.g., RCRA-C/hazardous waste), and it
certainly does not preclude any other applicable DES program from doing an inspection of the
samesite/facility/activity. Also, an inspection by DES:does not preclude an inspection by EPA
under the sameprogram or under a different one. Finally, site/facility representativesshould be
aware that they may be subject to regulation by more than one state agency (e.g., Department of
Labor, Department of Revenue Administration), and that information given to one state agency
does not mean that all state agencieshave the information.
In addition to conducting inspections,DES occa~iionallyrequestsa regulated entity to submit
information as part of a compliance determination. For example, such requestsmay be made for
records that were not available at the time of an inspe,ction(e.g., records kept at the home office
of a company that has more than one location) or for reports that are required by environmental
laws to be submitted on a regular basisbut that weren't received by DES on time.
Since DES typically does not know whether a site, facility, or activity is in compliance prior
to doing an inspection, all field work must be conducted in such a way that an enforcement action
can be supported if it is the most appropriate follow-llp. Not only is it important for DES to
gather all necessaryinformation and properly document it, but it is also important for the work to
be done in a safe manner that does not jeopardize any,one'shealth or well being.

B. Inspections
Nature

and ScoQe

The nature and scope of an inspection depends,a.snoted above, on the reason for the
inspection and what information is neededto make a c:ompliancedetermination. This can vary
widely from one DES program to another. For example, an inspection done under RSA 483-B,
the Comprehensive ShorelandProtection Program, may involve comparing "before" and "after"
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photographs of a site, counting the number of fresh-cut stumps on the site, or looking at building
plans or staked areason the property to determinethe appropriate building envelope. This is
quite different from an inspection of a wastewater treatment facility, where DES will observe the
facility's operations, inspect daily laboratory records and other log sheets,and sampleeftluent.
This in turn is quite different from an inspection of a hazardouswaste transporter, which involves
examining the vehicle in which hazardouswastes are being transported, inspecting the containers
in which the hazardouswastes are being carried, and t:;heckingthe transporter's registration
papers and the manifests required to accompanythe wastes during transport. A transporter
inspection in turn is quite different from an inspection under RSA 482-A relative to dredging and
filling in wetlands, for which DES will observe (and possibly sample)vegetation, hydrology , and
soil types on disturbed and undisturbed areasof a property.
2

InsQectors

All inspections are done by trained DES staff. All DES staff carry photo-identification cards
that clearly identify the individual as a DES employee.,and most carry businesscards. Most DES
inspectors now also wear distinctive DES field apparel, which can help people to identify the
individual as a DES inspector. DES staff will drive a state-registeredvehicle (bearing a license
plate of "ES##") to an inspection if one is available.
Occupational safety and health training is provid(~dto all DES staff whose job tasks require
such training. Staff memberswhose jobs require specific safety training, such as use of personal
protective equipment, confined spaceentry, etc., receive that training in accordancewith
applicable recommendationsand requirementsas set forth by OSHA, NIOSH, etc. All personnel
are encouragedto be safety pro-active. Programs have identified the safety issuesmost likely to
be encountered during a typical inspection and have tIied to ensurethat inspectors are equipped
appropriately, e.g., with safety glasses,steel-toed boots, high visibility/reflective vests, etc.
3,

Right

a

to InsQect

Statutory Authorization

Each statute underlying a regulatory program implementedby DES authorizes DES to
inspect land and buildings on or in which the regulated activity may be occurring, subject to the
requirements of the statute. A list of the statutory inspection authorities for DES programs and
the text of the provisions can be found in Appendix IV-l.
b.

Consent to/Refusing an Inspection

DES typically seeksconsent for an inspection from the site/facility representative. Upon
arrival at a site/facility, DES staff will identify themselvesand present their credentials, and ask to
seethe site/facility representativeto explain the reason for the visit.
The site/facility representativelegally can refuse to allow a DES inspector to undertake an
inspection if the inspector does not have a warrant. However, in such casesDES can (and usually
will) obtain an administrative inspection warrant under RSA 595-B. Ifa DES inspector presents
an administrative inspection warrant, the responsibleperson cannot legally refuse the inspection.
IV
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If the DES inspector does not have an administrative inspection warrant and an individual
refuses to allow an inspection, the DES inspector usually will ask for the identity of the individual
refusing entry and the reason for the denial. The inspector usually will explain the statutory
authority for the inspection and provide a copy of the statutory provision. If the individual still
refuses entry, the inspector has three options:
Reschedule the inspection at a time that the individual agrees to;
Negotiate entry, possibly with a more senior representative of the site/facility; or
Seek a warrant (usually an administrative in~)pection warrant under RSA 595-B).

When negotiating entry, the inspector may suggestthat the site/facility representative contact
his/her attorney for advice. An attorney usually will recognize and understand statutory authority
and advise the representativeto allow the DES inspec:torto have accessto the site/facility. Note
that it is not an acceptablecondition of entry for a DI~S inspector to sign a "confidentiality
agreement" or other liability waiver offered by a site/facility that is about to be inspected. If a
site/facility representative refuses entry to an inspector unlessthe agreementor waiver is signed,
the inspector will leave and obtain a warrant for the inspection (see below).
c.

Administrative

Inspection Warrants

To obtain an administrative inspection warrant, DES must be prepared to show the specific
basis for the belief that a violation exists Q!:to present evidencethat the site/facility/activity was
selectedfor inspection on the basis of a general admiIJ~strativeplan derived from neutral sources
(e.g., statistics, environmental monitoring, or an objec;tivetargeting strategy). The AGO usually
assistsDES when an administrative inspection warrant is needed. An application for the warrant
is prepared, together with a supporting affidavit. The affidavit is a sworn written statement that
sets forth the particulars of the caseand provides the required basis for the warrant, including the
facts and circumstancessurrounding the denial of entry or "reasonablyjustifying the failure to
seek such consent." RSA 595-B:2, I.
The application package usually is then presenteclto a district court judge. DES must be
prepared to answer any questionsthe judge may have. If all is in order, the judge will sign the
warrant. The warrant specifies, among other things, the time, date, place, and scope of the
inspection.
A DES inspector usually will servethe inspection warrant once it is obtained and then
conduct the inspection. Ifno one is present at the sit~:,a copy of the warrant is left at the site in a
location where the owner is likely to find it. The inspector may be accompaniedby a law
enforcement official while serving the warrant. The law enforcement officer may stay with the
DES inspector during the inspection to ensurethat there is no interference after service of the
warrant and during the inspection.
Upon completion of the inspection, the warrant return will be completed and brought back to
the court that issuedthe warrant. As part of this retul-n, an inventory of the material seized or
samplestaken during the inspection will be completed. The inventory is signed by the DES
inspector. A copy of the inventory must also be provided to the site/facility representative.
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d

Criminal

Search Warrants

RSA 595-A provides for the issuanceof criminal searchwarrants. This statute does not
supersedeor modify the standardsofPart I, Article 19 of the NH Constitution and the Fourth and
Fourteen Amendments of the United StatesConstitution. Becauseevidence seized in violation of
an individual's constitutional rights may be excluded from trial, the procedures involved in
obtaining and executing searchwarrants are of utmost importance.
The process described for administrative inspection warrants is also followed for criminal
searchwarrants. Applications for criminal warrants are usually subjectedto more scrutiny by a
judge and are also more likely to be challengedlater by the defense. The affidavit must specify
what illegal activity is suspectedand demonstratea solid basis for that belief. The warrant will
specify what materials or items can be seizedand whait activities can be conducted under the
authority of the warrant. Items seizedin a criminal se:archwarrant must be one of the following
(ref. RSA 595-A:l):
property designedor intended for use, or which is being or has been used, as the means
of committing a criminal offense.
property which is evidence of the crime to which the probable causeupon which the
searchwarrant is issuedrelates (Le., including "mere evidence").
property which is stolen, embezzledor fraudlulently obtained;
property which is contraband.
e.

Constitutional/Common Law Searchand Seizure Issues

Part I, Article 19 of the NH Constitution and the Fourth Amendment of the United States
Constitution protects people against "unreasonable" searchesand from having evidence that was
seized during such a searchfrom being used against them. This more commonly arisesin criminal
casesrather than in civil cases,and usually is more of an issue in a warrantless search. (That is, if
a warrant for the searchhas been properly obtained, the "unreasonable" issue usually is not
present.) However, in addition to any statutory authority for warrantless inspections (such as
noted above), there are several circumstancesthat enablecertain inspections to be conducted
without a warrant. Some of the exceptions that are most likely to be relevant in environmental
enforcement are listed below. Pleasenote that these are general guidelines only.
I.

Open Fields

The open fields exception eliminatesthe warrant requirement for any unoccupied or
undeveloped area except that zone or spaceimmediately around an occupied dwelling (the
"curtilage"). This exception is not (legally) eliminated by placement of"No Trespassing" signs.
That is, courts have stated that there cannot be a reasonableexpectation of privacy in such open
areas, so the existence of such warnings cannot alter the government's ability to proceed if there
is a legitimate basis for government inspectors to be there. Most courts have held that the
concept of curtilage does not apply to non-residential properties. In those cases,courts consider
whether the property owner's expectation of privacy is one that society is willing to recognize.
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Plain View
The plain view exception provides that governmc~ntofficials may seize evidence falling within
their view without a warrant so long as they have a legitimate reasonto be in the position where
they observe the evidence. Thus, an inspector properly making an inspection of a facility may
examine drums, papers, etc. that the inspector notices:while conducting the inspection, and take
samplesor photographs or make copies as needed.
iii.

Abandoned

Property

The abandonedproperty exception recognizesthat there is no reasonableexpectation of
privacy for property that has been abandonedor discalrded. Thus, it would not be an
"unreasonable" searchto examine drums of waste in a field or garbage dumped along the road.

iv. Closely-Regulated Industry
The pervasively- or closely-regulated industry exception allows warrantless entry into those
businesseswhich are so subject to close governrnental supervisionthat persons choosing to
engagein such businessescan enjoy no reasonableex]Dectationof privacy. The list of industries
subject to such level of regulation is growing at both 1:hefederal and state level. It is sometimes
enough that a permit is required for the facility or activity for the facility/activity to be deemed
"closely regulated".
v.

Emergencies

Emergency entry onto a property to addressan ilnmediate threat to public safety or potential
property damageusually is not unreasonable. Items observed in plain view during valid
emergencyresponsesare subject to warrantless seizure.
4

Notice

Prior notice is not required for an inspection undl~rmost federal environmental laws (e.g.,
Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, RCRA, CERCLA), and none of the statutes authorizing DES to
inspect property or facilities requires DES to notify the site/facility representativein advance of a
pending inspection. It thus is DES's policy to conduc:tunannouncedinspections to the extent
possible. There are two main reasonsfor this. First, many activities which might violate
environmental laws can be hidden or temporarily suspendedif notice of an inspection is given in
advance, and DES needsto seetypical conditions in order to adequatelyprotect public health and
the environment. Also, with these kinds of potential violations, announcedinspections actually
are less fair to those who are in compliance anyway, sinceDES may not find a violation which is
giving a competitor an unfair advantage. Second,maJl1y
DES inspectors plan a full day of
inspections in a general area, but can't tell in advancewhen they might be at a particular site or
facility. If one inspection lasts much longer (or much shorter) than originally anticipated, the
inspector may have no way of getting in touch with the person to be met at the next site, resulting
in wasted time for the site/facility representative(or the inspector). If the activity or condition
can't be easily hidden or suspendedor if it is necessar:yto the purpose of the inspection to have
the site/facility representativepresent during the inspection, DES will notify the site/facility
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representative of the pending inspection and will, to the extent reasonable,accommodatethe
person's schedule.
5,

During

an InsDection

A typical inspection includes an initial surveillanc:e, an entry interview, the actual inspection
of the site/facility, and an exit interview. The length of each of these segments will vary
depending on the type of inspection and the number of people involved.

a

Initial Overview

Upon arriving at the site/facility but prior to entering it, the DES inspector usually will
observe the site/facility from its perimeter, if possible. The inspector will note any odors
emanating from the site/facility and determine, if possible, the source or general area where the
odors originate. The inspector will note whether there are any visible air or water emissionsfrom
any points, and whether any vegetation around the site/facility is stressed,especially near emission
points. The inspector will also note the general condition of the site/facility, including the
condition of any buildings on the site (e.g., is there rust on stacks?is the building generally in
decay?) and whether there are any obvious waste or burn piles. Any conditions observed will be
documented and further investigated if possible durin!~the inspection. The DES inspector will
also try to evaluate the potential impact of the site/facility on the surrounding area, including
receptors such as residences,schools, or hospitals.
b.

Entry Interview

Once in contact with the appropriate site/facility representative,the inspector will explain the
purpose of the visit and briefly outline the scope of the inspection. If possible, the inspector will
give the site/facility representativean estimate of how long the inspection will take. Safety issues,
policies on taking photos, and potential claims ofconjjdentiality (if applicable) usually also will be
discussedat this time with the site/facility representative. If the inspection is of a facility with one
or more process lines, prior to actually doing the insp'~ctionthe inspector usually will verify
process descriptions and update them as necessary.Inspectors for some programs also will use
this meeting to verify the applicability of program requirements and to review records related to
scope and objectives of the inspection.
c.

Checklists; Actual Inspection; Taking Samples

DES inspectors usually will use a checklist to keep the inspection organized and ensurethat no
areas of concern are missed. Most DES inspectors vl7illoffer a blank checklist to the site/ facility
representative at the beginning of the inspection, to allow the person to understand what will be
covered in the inspection and to provide a convenient way for the person to keep notes during the
inspection. If a copy of the checklist is not offered, the site/facility representativemay request one.
During the actual inspection, the inspector will observe any relevant processes,control
equipment, operations, and site conditions. As appropriate, the inspector will take samplesand
photographs, and will obtain representativecopies of relevant records. Samplesmust be taken in
certified containers that are clean and appropriate to the material being sampled and the test(s) to
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be done. DES inspectors may not rely on containers supplied by the site/facility representative.
In some circumstances,it may be necessaryto have a site/facility representativephysically take the
sample. If this is the case,the inspector must make sure that the sampling is done under direct
DES supervision, using DES containers, and that proper techniques are used. If split samplesare
taken for the site/facility, identical DES containers will be used and the receipt or refusal of split
sampleswill be documented.
d

Exit Interview

Many programs find that it is helpful to conduct an exit interview, or inspection review, with the
site/facility representative(s) prior to leaving the site/facility at the end of the inspection. The exit
interview usually will include the most senior site/facility personnel available. At this meeting, the
DES inspector will review the ~
that were observedduring the inspection. Findings and concerns
may be discussedin general to give the site/facility representativesthe opportunity to collect and
present additional information, or to correct any misrepresentationsthat may have been made.
If the inspector believes,based on the inspection"that a violation definitely occurred or is ongoing, the site/facility representativeusually will be infomled so that steps can be taken promptly
to correct the violation. If it is not 100% clear that a violation occurred, the inspector usually will
infoml the site/facility representativeof the basis for the concern, and indicate that DES will
communicate with the site/facility after a complete compliance determination is made. Since DES
inspectors do not make the final decision about what responseDES will take to a violation, the
inspector should never indicate what type of enforcement action will be taken based on the results
of the inspection, although the inspector may infoml the site/facility representative of the full
range of options available to DES (as discussedin Chapter V). The inspector should emphasize
that the final decision will be made by others back at the office.
It is also appropriate at the exit interview for the inspector to note any claims of confidential
businessinformation ("CBI") that relate to copies of documentswhich the inspector obtained
during the inspection. If a site/facility representativewants to make a claim that the copies are or
contain CBI, the inspector must make sure that the relevant pagesare so stampedand that the
claim is limited to information that is confidential under applicable environmental laws.
Prior to leaving the site/facility, the DES inspector will request any additional information
that is known to be neededand will establishwhen the requestedrecords will be provided and
who will provide the records.
6.

Post-InsQection

Follow-Up

After the inspection, DES will evaluatethe information collected during the inspection, plus
any other information received, to determine whether there are non-compliance issuesthat must
be addressed. The evaluation should ensurethat:
All applicable requirements have been identified for the site/facility and all have been
properly evaluated for applicability and compliance with those rules, within the scope of
the inspection.
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All discrepanciesbetween the facts at the site/facility and the representationsin the
site/facility's permit or permit application (if any) have been thoroughly documented
All apparent violations have been thoroughly documented
All information neededto complete the inspection report has been obtained from the
site/facility, and if not, the information has been requestedand both the inspector and the
site/facility representativeknow who is responsiblefor providing the information.
All copies of records and documents obtained from the site/facility during or after the
inspection are on hand and properly identifi(~d.
At this time, DES may also identify additional information that is needed,and make an
information request. Information requestsare discus~;edin part C, below.
After reviewing the available information, DES vvill determine whether the site, activity, or
facility was in compliance, and if violations are identified will proceed to determine (and take) an
appropriate response,as discussedin Chapter I.

c.

Information

Requests

As noted in the Introduction to this chapter, DES occasionally requests a regulated entity to
submit information as part of a compliance determination. Whether the regulated entity is
required to submit the information may depend on th~:basis for the request.
Statutes

Certain statutes implemented by DES authorize DES to require the submittal of information.
For example, RSA 125-C:4, II authorizes the Commissioner"to issue subpoenasrequiring the
attendanceof such witnesses and the production of such evidence and to administer such oaths
and to take such testimony as he may deem necessary." Similarly, RSA 485-A: 18, II requires a
person who is subject to'pretreatment or surfacewateTdischargerequirementsto provide
information pertaining to the person's activities upon written request ofDES, and RSA 485-A:20
authorizes DES to "subpoena witnessesand administt~roaths in any proceeding or examination
instituted before or conducted by it, and to compel thl~production of any ...documents ...
necessaryto the purposes of [RSA 485-A]." If a request for information is made pursuant to
these authorities, the person is legally obligated to provide the information.
2

~

Many programs have developed rules that requirc~certain records to be maintained. Some of
the rules require that these records be submitted periodically to DES, while others only require
the records to be made available upon request by DES. IfDES requestsrecords that are required
by rule to be maintained, the regulated entity is legally obligated to provide the records upon
request, and failure to do so constitutes a violation separateand distinct from any violation that
may be shown by the information in the records.
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3

Permits

If a site, facility, or activity is required by statute to have a permit, the permit itself may
contain record keeping or reporting requirements. A,swith records required by rules, ifDES
requestsrecords that are required by a permit to be maintained,the regulated entity is legally
obligated to provide the records upon request, and failure to do so constitutes a violation separate
and distinct from any violation that may be shown by the information in the records.
4

Orders

IfDES issuesan administrative order (or administrative order by consent), the order may
contain a requirement to keep records not otherwise required to be kept (e.g., logs ofmore
frequent sampling than otherwise required) and to submit such records as provided in the order .
If a regulated entity receives an order that contains a requirement to maintain or submit records,
the regulated entity is legally obligated to provide the records, and failure to do so constitutes a
violation of the order separateand distinct from any ~1olationthat may be shown by the
information in the records.
5

Other

Reguests

DES may also request information in circumstan(;esin which none of the above factors
applies. For example, ifDES sendsa Notice of Findings to a regulated entity, the NOF will
include a request for the regulated entity to respond to the NOF, which may include providing
records not otherwise required to be maintained or submitted. In such cases,the regulated entity
is not legally obligated to provide the records, and failure to do so does not constitute a violation.
However, even if the requestedinformation shows that violations occurred, it usually is in the
regulated entity's best interest to respond as promptly and completely as possible. DES always
considers the regulated entity's degree of cooperation when considering how best to respond to a
violation. Also, information usually can be obtained in the course of a civil lawsuit (initiated by
the AGO after a referral from DES) even if DES couldn't otherwise compel its production --but
ifDES refers the case,the regulated entity's costs almost certainly will be higher than ifDES
handlesthe caseadministratively, both in terms of penalties (becausecivil penalties are almost
always higher than administrative fines) and transaction costs (becausethe regulated entity will
almost always want a lawyer to deal with the AGO, but may feel comfortable dealing with DES
directly without a lawyer).
An applicant may not be legally obligated to provide information beyond that specified in a
rule to support an application. However, in the context of an application, if DES requests
additional information it usually is becausethere is insufficient information in the file to support
issuing the permit that has been applied for. In such a case,the applicant may not be legally
obligated to provide the information, but probably won't get a permit if the information isn't
provided. If the permit isn't issued but is required for the activity the applicant wants to
undertake, the applicant can be cited for failing to have a permit if the activity is commenced
anyway.
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